Cell-populated collagen lattice contraction model for the investigation of fibroblast collagen interactions.
The fibroblast-populated collagen lattice (FPCL) was intended to act as the dermal component for "skin-equivalent" or artificial skin developed for skin grafting burn patients. The "skin-equivalent" was clinically unsuccessful as a skin graft, but today it is successfully used as a dressing for the management of chronic wounds. The FPCL has, however, become an instrument for investigating cell-connective tissue interactions within a three-dimensional matrix. Through the capacity of cell compaction of collagen fibrils, the FPCL undergoes a reduction in volume referred to as lattice contraction. Lattice contraction proceeds by cell-generated forces that reduce the water mass between collagen fibers, generating a closer relationship between collagen fibers. The compaction of collagen fibers is responsible for the reduction in the FPCL volume. Cell-generated forces through the linkage of collagen fibers with fibroblast's cytoskeletal actin-rich microfilament structures are responsible for the completion of the collagen matrix compaction. The type of culture dish used to cast FPCL as well as the cell number will dictate the mechanism for compacting collagen matrices. Fibroblasts, at moderate density, cast as an FPCL within a petri dish and released from the surface of the dish soon after casting compact collagen fibers through cell tractional forces. Fibroblasts at moderate density cast as an FPCL within a tissue culture dish and not released for 4 days upon release show rapid lattice contraction through a mechanism of cell contraction forces. Fibroblasts at high density cast in an FPCL within a petri dish, released from the surface of the dish soon after casting, compact a collagen lattice very rapidly through forces related to cell elongation. The advantage of the FPCL contraction model is the study of cells in the three-dimensional environment, which is similar to the environment from which these cells were isolated. In this chapter methods are described for manufacturing collagen lattices, which assess the three forces involved in compacting and/or organizing collagen fibrils into thicker collagen fibers. The clinical relevance of the FPCL contraction model is related to advancing our understanding of wound contraction and scar contracture.